Saxon Woods, Westchester County, New York

Informal combination of masonry and half logs that accommodates the short-legged (first aisle to the right) and the gangling (next aisle to the left). Thus is a hillside site utilized to practical and coincidentally picturesque advantage. The rock-faced edge relieves the severity of the stone table slab.

Gooseberry Falls State Park, Minnesota

Doubtless, the wood portions of this picnic unit are not enameled white as they appear. Instead they are probably virgin wood awaiting the quickaging process that the uncapping of bottles and other careless table manners of picnickers will bring. Here is a much more formal rendering of a picnic unit than is shown above or on the opposite page.

Deception Pass State Park, Washington

Only related to the foregoing examples on this page in that the supports of table and seat slabs are in part of stone, quite casually, and it would appear rather insecurely, placed. The beauty of the surroundings and the sheltering tree would probably lead to this potential hazard being risked.